Pharmacoeconomic evaluation of treatment effectiveness with selected biologic treatment in rheumatoid arthritis therapy
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Abstract

Objectives: Modern treatment of autoimmune diseases is becoming increasingly widely used. We owe it to the continuous and rapid development of biotechnology, molecular biology, immunology, and biochemistry. The proven effectiveness of biological therapy in rheumatoid arthritis (RA) should result in its widespread use. At present, only about 1% of patients with RA have access to biological therapy in Poland.

Material and methods: The study material was retrospectively collected in the Rheumatology and Systemic Tissue Diseases Clinic and Rheumatology Outpatient Clinic in dr Jan Biziel University Hospital No. 2 in Bydgoszcz 2009–2014. Patients were divided into 3 groups: patient receiving infliximab, etanercept and adalimumab.

Results: The study involved analyses of cost effectiveness. The time horizon of patient documentation analysis ranged from the time a patient was enrolled to infliximab, etanercept or adalimumab therapy until remission of the disease. The majority of patients achieved remission in the case of adalimumab treatment (85.29%), followed by etanercept (74.07%), then infliximab (37.21%). Taking into account the DAS28 parameter, analysis was performed using medical costs of the analyzed treatment regimens. For this purpose, the incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER) was calculated. According to the analysis, obtaining one DAS28 unit, replacing infliximab with etanercept, would cost PLN 40 964.67. Higher costs would be required in the case of replacement of infliximab with adalimumab – PLN 43 076.08. Obtaining one additional DAS28 unit (in this case, a decrease in DAS28 by one unit) by introducing adalimumab instead of etanercept would amount to PLN 45 409.74.

Conclusions: Undoubtedly, the pharmacoeconomic analysis makes it easier to decide on the appropriate treatment. Therefore, its implementation should be a widely used solution not only for RA, but also for other diseases. Health care and other entities’ systems should also be improved in such a way that the data needed for pharmacoeconomic analysis are fully available.
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Introduction

Modern therapeutic treatment of autoimmune diseases is becoming increasingly widely used. We owe it to the continuous and rapid development of biotechnology, molecular biology, immunology, and biochemistry. The introduction of biological therapy in rheumatoid arthritis (RA) was a breakthrough in the standard approach to the treatment of this disease. Although the RA pathogenesis is still not fully understood, intercellular mechanisms, the role of individual cells, and proinflammatory...
cytokines, responsible for the persistence of high disease activity, have been identified. The introduction of medications from the group of TNF-α inhibitors turned out to be a proverbial milestone. These are low molecular weight proteins produced by genetic engineering, which, among other properties, have anti-inflammatory effects on the receptors, proinflammatory cytokines, and inflammatory cells. In most patients, their use in the treatment of RA results in a rapid therapeutic effect in the form of lowering disease activity and improving functional status. The causal treatment of RA is not currently available, but the recommended solution is therapy individualization and a systematic health assessment, preceded by an early and correct diagnosis.

Scientific evidence of biological therapy in RA should result in its widespread use. At present, only about 1% of patients with RA have access to biological therapy in Poland [1–3]. We are far behind leading countries such as Sweden, Germany or England, where the level is over 20% [2]. The paper evaluates the effectiveness of biological therapy with three selected medications: infliximab, etanercept, and adalimumab.

Material and methods

The study material was retrospectively collected in the Rheumatology and Systemic Tissue Diseases Clinic and Rheumatology Outpatient Clinic in dr Jan Biziel University Hospital No. 2 in Bydgoszcz, CM, Nicolaus Copernicus University in Toruń, in the years of 2009–2014. Data are based on the records of patients with rheumatoid arthritis diagnosed according to the 1987 ACR criteria, who were treated with etanercept, infliximab, and adalimumab. For the analysis, 104 patients were enrolled.

Patients were divided into 3 groups:
1. Patients receiving infliximab (INF) were a group of 43 persons (30 women and 13 men) aged 27 to 71 years (average age was 47 years). At the time of initiation of biological therapy, men had RA for an average of 6.5 years, women for 9 years.
2. Patients receiving etanercept (ETA) were a group of 27 persons (24 women and 3 men) aged 20 to 60 years (average age was 51 years). At the time of initiation of biological therapy, men had RA for an average of 13 years, women for 12 years.
3. Patients receiving adalimumab (ADA) were a group of 34 persons (23 women and 11 men) aged 25 to 77 years (average age was 54 years). At the time of initiation of biological therapy, men had RA for an average of 4.5 years, women for 8 years.

Patients have received medications under the National Health Fund (Narodowy Fundusz Zdrowia, NFZ) therapeutic programs. Each patient included in the medication program had to meet appropriate criteria for inclusion and exclusion set by the National Health Fund.

Patients treated with infliximab received doses ranging from 150 mg to 300 mg. Patients took infliximab in weeks 0, 2, 6 and then every 8 weeks. The medication was used in combination with methotrexate (administered at doses of 15 mg to 25 mg once a week). Infliximab was administered as an intravenous infusion. Each infliximab vial, containing 100 mg of the product, was before infusion dissolved in 10 ml of water for injections and then an appropriate content was transferred to a 0.9% sodium chloride solution of 250 ml volume. On the day of administration, patients were admitted to the clinic in the morning. Prior to each administration, laboratory tests were performed and the number of painful and swollen joints and the subjective assessment of pain and severity of patient disease activity were determined. Following patient observation for potential infusion-related side effects, the patient left the hospital. In patients with no improvement or no response to the treatment with infliximab, the treatment was changed to another TNF-α inhibitor: etanercept or adalimumab, or to rituximab, according to National Health Fund guidelines.

Patients treated with etanercept received it subcutaneously at a dose of 50 mg weekly. The medication was administered in combination with methotrexate (administered at doses of 15 mg to 25 mg once a week). Patients were referred for monthly check-ups to the Rheumatology Outpatient Clinic.

Patients treated with adalimumab received it subcutaneously at the dose of 40 mg every two weeks. The medication was administered in combination with methotrexate (administered at doses of 15 mg to 25 mg once a week), or as monotherapy. Patients were referred for monthly check-ups to the Rheumatology Outpatient Clinic.

The study uses analyses of cost effectiveness. The study was conducted in accordance with the Good Pharmacoeconomic Practice guidelines. The effectiveness of RA therapy was compared using three alternative biological medications: infliximab, etanercept, and adalimumab. The time horizon of patient documentation analysis ranged from the time a patient was enrolled to infliximab, etanercept or adalimumab therapy until remission of the disease. For patients who did not achieve remission, 24 months were considered for the follow-up period.

The effectiveness of the treatment was determined on the basis of the Disease Activity Score and the following parameters:
• Disease Activity Score 28 (DAS28),
• disease activity determined by the doctor using a visual analogue scale (VAS).
• disease activity determined by the patient using a VAS,
• erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR),
• C-reactive protein concentration (CRP).

The quality of life was assessed on the basis of the completed questionnaire HAQ-DI. The patient had the opportunity to mark the answers connected with daily activities in 8 domains: dressing up and washing, morning waking, eating, walking, personal hygiene, lifting, grasping, other activities. The answer was scored on a scale from 0 to 3, where 0 meant performing the activity without any difficulty, 1 – with little difficulty, 2 – with great difficulty, 3 – impossible to perform. The result is the sum of the highest score in each domain, divided by the number of domains.

It was also decided to calculate the QALY (quality-adjusted life years) parameter, using changes in HAQ values over time, for individual therapies. This was done using statistics and by calculating the area under the curve (AUC), to give the QALY value.

Results

There was a significant decrease in VAS values in all groups compared. No improvement was observed in only two patients treated with adalimumab. Also the mean values of VAS according to physicians did not differ significantly from the values indicated by patients.

The majority of investigated patients achieved remission in the case of adalimumab treatment (85.29%; 29 of 34 patients), followed by etanercept (74.07%; 20 of 27 patients), and the fewest patients achieved remission in the case of infliximab (37.21%; 16 of 43 patients). In all studied treatment regimens, the average HAQ-DI value was lowered. The greatest difference was in patients treated with infliximab (0.45). According to patients who received etanercept, their health improved by an average of 0.21 (Fig. 1).

Evaluation of patients receiving adalimumab differed from the initial one by 0.18. During the two-year follow-up period, the best QALY results were obtained for infliximab treatment. Patients receiving etanercept and adalimumab rated their quality of life to be worse (Table I).

While treating patients in a therapeutic program, DAS28, CRP level, and ESR were used to assess disease activity. Average values per patient are shown in Table II.

According to the EULAR criteria for DAS28, the majority of patients achieved remission or low disease activity. The highest percentage of DAS28 ≤ 2.6 was obtained with adalimumab treatment – up to 85%. 74% of etanercept-treated patients and 37% of infliximab-treated patients also achieved remission. Low disease activity was reported in 17 patients (40%) treated with infliximab, 4 (15%) treated with etanercept, and 3 (9%) treated with adalimumab. Moderate activity was observed in 23% of patients treated with infliximab, 11% treated with etanercept, and 6% treated with adalimumab (Fig. 2).

Table III shows the values that were used to perform the incremental analysis in the form of the incremental cost-effectiveness ratio.

As treatment with infliximab, according to the obtained results, is a cheaper and more effective method...
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(based on the HAQ-DI and QALY), there is no need for an effectiveness analysis. However, taking into account the DAS28 parameter, such analysis was performed using medical costs of the analyzed treatment regimens. For this purpose, the incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER) was calculated. According to the analysis, obtaining one DAS28 unit, replacing infliximab with etanercept, would cost PLN 40,964.67. Higher costs would be required in the case of replacement of infliximab with adalimumab – PLN 43,076.08. Obtaining one additional DAS28 unit by introducing adalimumab instead of etanercept would amount to PLN 45,409.74.

Discussion

In Poland, about 1% of RA patients have access to up-to-date treatment [1]. Access to biological therapy for RA patients in neighboring countries with similar demographic structure is more than 1% [2]. Among highly developed countries in Western Europe, the percentage of patients treated with biologic medications is up to 20% (as is the case in Sweden, England, and Germany) (Fig. 3) [3].

The analysis was performed to compare the effectiveness of the treatment from the perspective of the doctor and the patient. It involved 104 patients. According to the subjective assessment of the VAS, both according to the patient and the doctor, the greatest difference between the initial and the final value was obtained for etanercept, followed by infliximab, and adalimumab. It should be noted that in all compared groups, a significant decrease in VAS value was noted. The second parameter, which reflects the patient’s well-being and functional capacity, was the HAQ questionnaire. The greatest difference was observed in the patients treated with infliximab. It was more than two times higher than in the case of patients receiving etanercept and adalimumab. The assessment of disease activity from a doctor’s perspective was presented by means of indicators such as DAS28, CRP, or ESR. Among the 104 patients, most achieved remission or low disease activity as defined by the EULAR criteria. The largest proportion of patients with remission was in the group treated with adalimumab (85.29%), followed by etanercept (74.07%), and infliximab (37.21%).

The study also uses the QALY parameter, which provides usability as a measure of the benefits of the procedure – mortality and morbidity – that is, it is the combination of quantitative and qualitative gains. However, there are doubts about the appropriateness of QALY as a universal benefit measure. Attention was drawn to the fact that QALY, as an expression of life years adjusted for quality, takes into account both the length of life and the quality of the experience, but ignores the distribution of the determinant of health in society [4]. A better method has not been developed yet, and QALY is still a widely used measure in pharmacoeconomic analysis, especially in terms of cost-effectiveness analysis.

An analysis was performed using the incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER). It made it possible to
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Fig. 2. Average DAS28 values according to treatment regimen.

Fig. 3. Comparison of the number of patients (%) with RA on biological treatment in different European countries [3].

Table III. Difference in HAQ-DI, QALY, and improvement of DAS28 and direct costs according to treatment regimen per patient
compare the cost-effectiveness of different preparations. By using this analysis, it is possible to estimate how much more a treatment may additionally cost or how much could be saved by replacing the current procedure with an alternative procedure.

It has already been demonstrated that the action of anti-TNF-α biological medications is much more effective when combined with disease-modifying antirheumatic drugs (DMARD) [5–7]. These therapies have produced very good clinical effects that have been observed throughout the world and in this study.

In the ATTRACT study [8] with low doses of MTX in combination with infliximab, approximately 60% of patients achieved an ACR20 response in 8–12 weeks. Patients had decreased inflammation, improved functional status and quality of life, and reduced destruction of joints in the radiological image. This study also compared MTX/placebo treatment to infliximab combined with MTX in patients who showed an inadequate response to MTX treatment. After one year of therapy, patients receiving infliximab and MTX showed significantly greater improvement in ACR20, ACR50, and ACR70 than patients treated with MTX monotherapy. The multicenter BeST study (Behandel Strategieën) [9] confirmed that the administration of infliximab in the early phase of RA was associated with a significant reduction in disease progression, progression of radiological changes, and remission of the disease that persisted even after discontinuation of treatment. The study also shows that infliximab may induce the formation of new T-cell subclasses that may renew the synovial membrane immune tolerance [9].

The effectiveness of adalimumab has been demonstrated in many clinical trials. One of the main ones, deserving of attention, is the ARMADA phase III study comparing the effects of adalimumab and MTX therapy with placebo and MTX. Almost 69% of patients achieved an ACR20 response, and in many patients it was found in radiological images that the progression of joint destruction had stopped. The good clinical response and effectiveness were maintained during the 4-year open-label extension study, even with reduced corticosteroid treatment and lowering the MTX dose [10]. Adalimumab has also been tested in patients with early RA. A better response to ACR 20, 50 and 70 was obtained, joint destruction in radiology was decreased, and quality of life and functional status were improved [10].

Patients treated with 25 mg of etanercept had a response at ACR20, ACR50, and ACR70 levels of 62%, 41%, and 15%, respectively. This study contributed to the registration of etanercept in the indication for RA and confirmed the effectiveness of the therapy after failure of DMARD treatment [11]. It has also been proven that etanercept in combination with MTX produces better results than MTX or etanercept monotherapy. An example is the TEMPO study, where a statistically significant difference in clinical parameters was achieved, that is, the achievement of ACR20, ACR50, and ACR70 responses, HAQ, and DAS level [11]. This study also compared the effect of treatment on the progression of radiological changes in hands and feet. In the majority of patients (approximately 80%), in the case of combined treatment (etanercept + MTX), no radiographic progression was observed after one year [11].

The results of studies conducted on adalimumab, etanercept, and infliximab have been collected and compared [12]. It appears that the most effective treatment was achieved with adalimumab, followed by etanercept, and infliximab. This is evidenced by the percentage of responses ACR20, 50, and 70. For comparable treatments, the results are similar to the analysis performed in our own study. However, the study uses disease activity expressed by DAS28 as an evaluation of treatment effectiveness. Evaluation of treatment activity by ACR improvement criteria and EULAR response criteria (based on DAS28) may differ. It should be noted that the ACR criteria are a dichotomous measure, showing improvement or lack of it. The EULAR criteria allow for the classification of patients in terms of response to treatment, which in the case of the analysis in this paper turned out to be a better choice.

The assessment of the quality of life and the physical activity of the patient was performed using the HAQ questionnaire. In our study, it was found that the largest difference in the HAQ level between the initiation and end of treatment was achieved for infliximab, then etanercept, and adalimumab. The improvement resulting from the difference in HAQ values can be observed in almost every trial that has tested the effectiveness of biological therapy. However, the results of these studies are different and depend on many factors. The obtained HAQ difference value for infliximab in our study differs from the values reported in other studies – 0.45 vs. 0.10, 0.6 or 0.22 [13–15]. Differences can also be noted by comparing the results for adalimumab (0.18 vs. 0.08 and 0.34) or etanercept (0.21 vs. 0.12 or 0.36) [13]. It is true that the initial improvement (significant reduction in the HAQ result), resulting from initiation of biological therapy, is lost over time. The increase in the HAQ value is the greater, the faster the biological treatment is stopped. However, this observation does not apply to every patient. Sometimes remission lasts for a considerable period of time. Nevertheless, it was found that after discontinuation of biological therapy, the average HAQ result increased by 0.125 [15]. In the discussion, the main source of comparisons was foreign articles. Research ar-
articles that focus on the population in Poland have not been found. Interpreting the HAQ results, also the stage of the disease should be taken into account, as both the effects of the disease process and its features affect physical disability. Nevertheless, it should be noted that regardless of the population and stage of the disease, the mean difference in HAQ values indicates that from the perspective of the patient the improvement has been achieved.

Taking into account the quality of life that is fundamentally affected by the treatment, it is important to consider a parameter that best describes and summarizes the results. In the paper, QALY was used as a measure of the outcome of a health program that combines the quality of life evaluation at the time when patients were treated. QALY was calculated based on HAQ-DI results. Unfortunately, the National Health Fund health programs do not provide patients with the most common quality of life questionnaire used for QALY calculation, EQ-5D. Therefore, the results obtained cannot be directly compared with others. It is also relevant that the duration of patient observation lasted up to 2 years. For this reason, not expected lifetime, but the average value of months for a given therapy was used to calculate QALY. Therefore, an indirect analysis was performed, comparing the results of QALY with the results of other scientific studies.

The available results are not always unambiguous. Although, when analyzing the results of treatment with infliximab, etanercept, and adalimumab, we get similar QALY values, the order of these results is very different. Authors of the publications present different research results and different methods. Kaczor and Wójcik in their study [16], using the Markov model, obtained QALY for infliximab 6.720, etanercept 7.080, and for adalimumab 7.153. Wailoo et al. [17] developed a model that recalculated the HAQ-DI results to the adjusted years for the quality of life. Their results were: infliximab – 7.64, etanercept – 7.66, and adalimumab – 7.64. In one of the latest publications, Hidalgo-Vega [18] also benefited from the Markov model, obtaining QALY for infliximab 6.318, etanercept 6.462, and for adalimumab 6.430. Chen et al. [7] compiled a comprehensive report on the cost-effectiveness analysis of biological medications, especially paying attention to treatment with infliximab, etanercept, and adalimumab. Their model assumed the use of Quality of Life (QoL) results obtained directly or through the conversion of HAQ-DI values. For this purpose, they used the Birmingham Rheumatoid Arthritis Model (BRAM), which allowed for a number of variations depending on the improvement of the HAQ result, mortality, or effectiveness of treatment. In every possible compilation, QALY results were ranked in the order (from the highest to the lowest): etanercept, adalimumab, infliximab. It should be emphasized that the results for adalimumab and infliximab were similar (differences in the range 0.02–0.04) [7].

The available results seem to be slightly different from the results obtained in this study. The obtained QALY values fall into a much smaller numerical range. However, this is due to the statistical method used and the observation time. When considering results in terms of the order, we also notice the difference. QALY values obtained in our study show the most beneficial therapy to be infliximab (1.71), followed by etanercept (0.74), and adalimumab (0.60). In the cited scientific works, etanercept and adalimumab are best in this respect. It should be noted, however, that discrepancies in QALY values compared to infliximab are generally in the range of hundredths. An important argument is that the data on infliximab contained information from patients who, after failure of infliximab treatment, were switched to adalimumab, etanercept, or rituximab therapy. Nevertheless, the QALY result for infliximab in our study is the most favorable. Currently, the study is focusing on the comparison of economically advantageous medications, that is, biosimilar medications. In a population demographically similar to the Polish one – the Bulgarian population – it was concluded that a medication bio-similar to infliximab (5.42) had better QALY results than adalimumab treatment (5.35) [19]. The observation itself covered a period of 10 years.

Conclusions

Undoubtedly, the pharmacoeconomic analysis makes it easier to decide on the appropriate treatment. Therefore, its implementation should be a widely used solution not only for RA, but also for other diseases. Health care and other entities’ systems should also be improved in such a way that the data needed for pharmacoeconomic analysis are fully available. Existing restrictions impede easy access to the data about full direct and indirect costs. This is especially important because the economic balance is an essential element of complete pharmacoeconomic analysis.
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